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OVERTURNED

2022-005-FB-UA

Mention of the Taliban in news reporting
The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s original decision to remove a Facebook

post from a news outlet page reporting a positive announcement from the Taliban

regime in Afghanistan on women and girls’ education.

Policies and topics

Journalism, News
events, Politics

Dangerous individuals
and organizations

Region and countries

Central and South
Asia

Afghanistan

Platform

Facebook

Attachments

Pashto translation

Dari translation

Mention of the Taliban in news reporting
public comments

This decision is also available in Urdu (via the ‘language' tab accessed through the menu at the top of this screen), in Pashto ( here), and in Dari

( here).

.پھ پ�تو ژبھ د دغې پریکړې د لوستلو لپاره دلتھ کلیک وکړئ

.برای خواندن این تصمیم اینجا فشار دھید

Case summary

The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s original decision to remove a Facebook post from a news outlet page reporting a positive

announcement from the Taliban regime in Afghanistan on women and girls’ education. Removing the post was inconsistent with Facebook’s

Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard, which permits reporting on terrorist groups, and Meta’s human rights
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responsibilities. The Board found Meta should better protect users’ freedom of expression when it comes to reporting on terrorist regimes and

makes policy recommendations to help achieve this.

About the case

In January 2022, a popular Urdu-language newspaper based in India posted on its Facebook page. The post reported that Zabiullah Mujahid, a

member of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and its official central spokesperson, had announced that schools and colleges for women and

girls would reopen in March 2022. The post linked to an article on the newspaper’s website and was viewed around 300 times.

Meta found that the post violated the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy which prohibits “praise” of entities deemed to “engage in

serious offline harms," including terrorist organizations. Meta removed the post, imposed “strikes” against the page administrator who had

posted the content and limited their access to certain Facebook features (such as going live on Facebook).

The user appealed and after a second human reviewer assessed the post as violating, it was placed in a queue for the High-Impact False

Positive Override (HIPO) system. HIPO is a system Meta uses to identify cases where it has acted incorrectly, for example, by wrongly removing

content. However, as there were less then 50 Urdu-speaking reviewers allocated to HIPO at the time, and the post was not deemed high

priority, it was never reviewed in the HIPO system.

After the Board selected the case, Meta decided the post should not have been removed as its rules allow “reporting on” terrorist

organizations. It restored the content, reversed the strike, and removed the restrictions on the user’s account.

Key findings

The Oversight Board finds that removing this post is not in line with Facebook’s Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community

Standard, Meta’s values, or the company’s human rights responsibilities.

The Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard prohibits “praise” of certain entities, including terrorist organizations.

“Praise” is defined broadly in both the Community Standard, and the internal guidance for moderators. As a result, the Board understands why

two reviewers interpreted the content as praise. However, the Community Standard permits content that "reports on” dangerous

organizations. The Board finds this allowance applies in this case.

The Board also finds that removing the post is inconsistent with Meta’s human rights responsibilities; it unjustifiably restricts freedom of

expression, which encompasses the right to impart and receive information, including on terrorist groups. This is particularly important in

times of conflict and crisis, including where terrorist groups exercise control of a country.

The Board is concerned that Meta’s systems and policies interfere with freedom of expression when it comes to reporting on terrorist regimes.

The company’s Community Standards and internal guidance for moderators are not clear on how the praise prohibition and reporting

allowance apply, or the relationship between them. The fact that two reviewers found the post was violating suggests that these points are not

well understood. The Board is concerned that Meta’s default is to remove content under the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy if

users have not made it clear that their intention is to “report.” The Board is also concerned that the content was not reviewed within the HIPO

system.

This case may indicate a wider problem. The Board has considered a number of complaints on errors in enforcing the Dangerous Individuals

and Organizations policy, particularly in languages other than English. This raises serious concerns, especially for journalists and human rights

defenders. In addition, sanctions for breaching the policy are unclear and severe.

The Oversight Board’s decision

The Oversight Board overturns Meta’s original decision to remove the post.

The Board recommends that Meta:

Investigate why changes to the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy were not translated within the target

timeframe, and prevent such delays being repeated.

Make the public explanation of its “strike” system more comprehensive and accessible.
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Narrow the definition of “praise” in the Known Questions (internal guidance for moderators) by removing the example of

content that “seeks to make others think more positively about” dangerous organizations.

Revise its Implementation Standards (internal guidance for moderators) to clarify that the reporting allowance in the

Dangerous Individuals Organizations policy permits positive statements. The Known Questions should clarify the

importance of protecting news reporting in conflict or crisis situations.

Assess the accuracy with which reviewers enforce the reporting allowance to the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations

policy to identify the cause of errors.

Conduct a review of the HIPO system to examine whether it can more effectively prioritize potential errors in enforcing

exceptions to the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy.

Increase the capacity allocated to HIPO review across all languages.

*Case summaries provide an overview of the case and do not have precedential value.

Full case decision

1. Decision summary

The Oversight Board overturns Meta's original decision to remove a Facebook post on the page of a popular Urdu language newspaper in India.

This post reports an announcement from a prominent member and spokesperson of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan regarding women and

girls’ education in Afghanistan. Meta reversed its decision as a result of the Board selecting this case, and reversed sanctions on the

administrator’s account. The Board finds that the post does not violate the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard

because the policy allows “reporting on” designated entities. The Board is concerned by Meta’s broad definition of “praise,” and the lack of

clarity to reviewers on how to enforce exceptions to the policy on news reporting of actions taken by designated entities that are exercising

control of a country. This interferes with the ability of news outlets to report on the actions and statements of designated entities in situations

like this one, where the Taliban regime forcibly removed the recognized government of Afghanistan. The Board finds Meta did not meet its

responsibilities to prevent or mitigate errors when enforcing these policy exceptions. The decision recommends that Meta change its policy

and enforcement processes on the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard.

2. Case description and background

In January 2022, the Facebook page of a news outlet based in India shared a text post in Urdu containing a link to an article on its own website.

Meta states that the post was viewed about 300 times. The post reported that Zabiullah Mujahid, acting as “Culture and Information Minister”

and official central spokesman for the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, had announced that schools and colleges for girls and women would open

at the start of the Afghan New Year on March 21. The linked article contains a fuller report on the announcement.

The news outlet is an Urdu-language newspaper based in Hyderabad, India, a city with a high number of Urdu-speaking residents. It is the

largest-circulated Urdu newspaper in the country and claims a daily readership of more than a million people. There are approximately 230

million Urdu-speakers around the world.

No state has given formal diplomatic recognition to the Taliban regime in Afghanistan since the group seized power in August 2021. Schools

and colleges for girls and women did not open at the start of the Afghan New Year as the spokesperson announced they would, and girls aged

12 and older (from the sixth grade on) and women remain barred from attending school at the time of the Board’s decision in this case.

On January 20, 2022, a Facebook user clicked “report post” on the content but did not complete their complaint. This triggered a classifier (a

machine learning tool trained to identify breaches of Meta’s Community Standards) that assessed the content as potentially violating the

Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy and sent it for human review. An Urdu-speaking reviewer determined that the content violated

the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy and removed it on the same day it was posted. Meta explained this was because it

“praised” a designated organization. The Taliban is a Tier 1 designated terrorist organization under Meta’s Dangerous Individuals and

Organizations policy. As a result of the violation, Meta also applied both a severe strike and a standard strike against the page administrator. In

general, while content posted to Facebook pages appears to come from the page itself (for example, the news outlet), they are authored by

page administrators with personal Facebook accounts. Strikes result in Meta imposing temporary restrictions on users’ ability to perform

essential functions on the platform (such as share content), known as “feature-limits,” or disabling of the account. Severe strikes result in

stronger penalties. In this case, the strikes meant that a three-day and an additional, longer feature-limit was imposed against the page’s

administrator. The former prevented the user from creating new public content and creating or joining Messenger rooms. The latter prevented
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the user going live on Facebook, using ad products, and creating or joining Messenger rooms. Additionally, the news outlet page itself also

received one standard strike and one severe strike.

On January 21, the administrator of the news outlet page (“the user”) appealed the removal of the content to Meta. The content was reviewed

by another Urdu-speaking reviewer who also found that the content violated the Community Standard on Dangerous Individuals and

Organizations. Though the content was then placed in a queue for identifying and reversing “false positive” mistakes (content wrongly

actioned for violating the Community Standards), known as High Impact False Positive Override (HIPO), it received no additional review.

According to Meta, this was because of the number of Urdu speaking HIPO reviewers in mid-2022 and because the content in this case, after it

was removed, was not given a priority score by Meta’s automated systems as high as other content in the HIPO queue at that time.

As a result of the Board’s selection of the user’s appeal for review, Meta determined that its original removal decision was in error because its

Community Standards allow “reporting on” designated organizations and individuals. On February 25, 2022, Meta subsequently restored the

content. Meta also removed the longer feature-limit it had imposed and reversed the strikes against the administrator’s account and the page.

3. Oversight Board authority and scope

The Board has authority to review Meta’s decision following an appeal from the user whose content was removed (Charter Article 2, Section 1;

Bylaws Article 3, Section 1). The Board may uphold or overturn Meta’s decision (Charter Article 3, Section 5), and this decision is binding on the

company (Charter Article 4). Meta must also assess the feasibility of applying its decision in respect of identical content with parallel context

(Charter Article 4). The Board’s decisions may include policy advisory statements with non-binding recommendations that Meta must respond

to (Charter Article 3, Section 4; Article 4).

4. Sources of authority

The Oversight Board considered the following authorities and standards:

I. Oversight Board decisions:

The most relevant prior Oversight Board decisions include:

“Shared Al Jazeera post ” (Case decision 2021-009-FB-UA): The Board recommended that Meta provide public criteria

and examples in its Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard for the following allowances to the

policy: “neutral discussion”; “reporting”; and “condemnation.”

“Öcalan’s isolation” (Case decision 2021-006-IG-UA): The Board recommended that Meta clarify in its public-facing

Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standards how users can make their intent clear when posting. It

reiterated recommendations that Meta disclose either the full list of designated individuals and organizations or an

illustrative list. The Board also called for enhanced transparency reporting on error rates for enforcing its prohibition on

praise and support of designated individuals and organizations, broken down by region and language.

“Punjabi Concern over the RSS in India” (Case decision 2021-003-FB-UA): The Board recommended that Meta should aim

to make its Community Standards accessible in all languages widely spoken by its users. The Board also expressed

concerns that Meta’s rules on restrictions are spread across many locations and not all found in the Community Standards,

as one would expect.

“Nazi quote” (Case decision 2020-005-FB-UA): The Board recommended that Meta provide examples of “praise,”

“support” and “representation” in the Community Standard on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations.

II. Meta’s content policies:

The Community Standard on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations states that Facebook does "not allow organizations or individuals that

proclaim a violent mission or are engaged in violence to have a presence on Facebook."

Meta divides its designations of “dangerous” entities into three tiers, explaining these "indicate the level of content enforcement, with Tier 1

resulting in the most extensive enforcement because Meta states that these entities have the most direct ties to offline harm." Tier 1

designations are focused on "entities that engage in serious offline harms," including “terrorist, hate and criminal organizations.” Meta removes

“praise,” “substantive support,” and “representation” of Tier 1 entities as well as their leaders, founders, or prominent members. Meta

designates the Taliban as a Tier 1 entity.
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The Community Standards define “praise” as any of the following: “speak positively about a designated entity or event”; “give a designated

entity or event a sense of achievement”; “legitimiz[e] the cause of a designated entity by making claims that their hateful, violent, or criminal

conduct is legally, morally, or otherwise justified or acceptable”; or “align[...] oneself ideologically with a designated entity or event.”

Meta recognizes that “users may share content that includes references to designated dangerous organizations and individuals to report on,

condemn, or neutrally discuss them or their activities.” Meta says its policies are designed to “allow room for these types of discussions while

simultaneously limiting risks of potential offline harm.” However, Meta requires “people to clearly indicate their intent when creating or sharing

such content. If a user's intention is ambiguous or unclear, we default to removing content.”

III. Meta’s values:

The value of "Voice" is described as "paramount":

The goal of our Community Standards is to create a place for expression and give people a voice. Meta wants people to be able to talk openly

about the issues that matter to them, even if some may disagree or find them objectionable.

Facebook limits "Voice" in the service of four values. "Safety" is the most relevant in this case:

We’re committed to making Facebook a safe place. We remove content that could contribute to a risk of harm to the physical security of

persons. Content that threatens people has the potential to intimidate, exclude or silence others and isn’t allowed on Facebook.

IV. International human rights standards:

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in 2011, establish a voluntary

framework for the human rights responsibilities of private businesses. In 2021, Meta announced its Corporate Human Rights Policy, where it

reaffirmed its commitment to respecting human rights in accordance with the UNGPs. The Board's analysis of Meta’s human rights

responsibilities in this case was informed by the following human rights standards:

The right to freedom of opinion and expression: Article 19, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( ICCPR);

Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 34, (2011); Human Rights Council, Resolution on the Safety of Journalists,

A/HRC/RES/45/18, 2020; UNESCO Brisbane Declaration on Freedom of Information: The right to know; UN Special

Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression, A/74/486, 2019.

The right to education: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights; Article 10, Convention on

the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women; Articles 28-29 on the Convention of the Rights to the Child;

the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, 1960.

The right to non-discrimination: ICCPR Articles 2 and 26.

The right to life: ICCPR Article 6; Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, 2018.

The right to security of person: ICCPR Article 9, as interpreted by General Comment No. 35, para. 9, Human Rights

Committee, 2014.

5. User submissions

In their statement to the Board, the user states that they are a representative of a media organization and do not support extremism. The user

says that their articles are based on national and international media sources and that this content was shared to provide information about

women and girls’ education in Afghanistan. Also, the user says they always ensure the content they share is in the public interest and that it is

acceptable under Meta’s Community Standards.

6. Meta’s submissions

Upon re-examining its original decision, Meta decided that the content in this case should not have been removed as praise of a designated

organization under the Dangerous Individuals and Organization policy. Meta explained that the underlying news context meant the content

should have benefitted from the policy allowance for users to report on designated entities.

Meta explained that the post and linked article include reporting on school reopening dates and details, an issue of public interest. According

to Meta, the Dangerous Individuals and Organization policy allows news reporting that mentions designated entities. To benefit from the
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Funesdoc.unesco.org%2Fark%3A%2F48223%2Fpf0000193653.locale%3Des&h=AT1pyILhmR_vkK8YcG-8m0TOHFRqCjhyUjuwuBUb2A30thLzUv08ZkjaRivuzDkGQtPLYf82Gvj1et0rnjfRJnHKBETuH7Doue0q_Aw0LXaKgq3ZFhjxsGVrc_BlgD5tIskwlcKXnKsqkXYG
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FDocuments%2FIssues%2FOpinion%2FA_74_486.pdf&h=AT3SZFEGJs4Lki3bFeKhgIX13Xsh_cT05uHxsSRiS5mFJaDkaD82mFuYBzkU2NR5zQpLbGqN53HVhxTLmF6e2ltHQsuZ_TLh46XO9J7QPXvcoNTcDMbMcn2ZltL-6xZSkJpQ6LzV6NEXo56E
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fen%2Finstruments-mechanisms%2Finstruments%2Fconvention-elimination-all-forms-discrimination-against-women&h=AT0pMLZsgK27I6DQUPI4a9cjtEb0ENxtiuHcq0C7nCgxu5y1f_HFykPNygNmwF6ySwyLw-LHYUuKwIEklPVTvenYy8TtIqJVSui-HefOSFfjLIUz8JkylhcXzwKGCcUI4QkjCDEkd4D39lJF
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unicef.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F05%2FUNCRC_united_nations_convention_on_the_rights_of_the_child.pdf&h=AT1fj57HRThO1xYmh8GVhh4JSwDD6CGVyKwMtY7VsdXh2uqBEBM3Y-ETLXQki4h5Y7_RpWKhNotBG2mALeZu-xZMAvUhwjlJbt-K5--_63OvUus79fRDSmico0Gytk-JwjFRO5JoqOMoES0x
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fportal.unesco.org%2Fen%2Fev.php-URL_ID%3D12949%26URL_DO%3DDO_TOPIC%26URL_SECTION%3D201.html&h=AT2HZZAocB8JQ1rTE4XzS8dAja55Li9WUnw_jNLkXLDeam7F7mJN63Q6RL24Y5dxQ1pQNfzOHcUsiHozM8ISdxPmEsVBMSfOsn75EdLv-kMHaEZNxq7EoxQCYglHh73mKEau0-MKVn9OYX0l
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftbinternet.ohchr.org%2FTreaties%2FCCPR%2FShared%2520Documents%2F1_Global%2FCCPR_C_GC_36_8785_E.pdf&h=AT19ViKnKtC2tS2yWs43M1zzZnWvexsoIRTxkjMFjrzZD8mUkP3nnXzbpLkVoUzxPL2NdPzyAfdNzfP_p2qeLNPA4LWCAEcy5b9oGAghs06vpwEh7vVpSSYWSfaZ0iNa0kzEf84XoztFcfNc
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allowances built into the Dangerous Individuals and Organization policy, Meta clarified that “we require people to clearly indicate their intent. If

a user’s intention is ambiguous or unclear, we default to removing content.” Meta also explained that it prefers its reviewers not to infer intent

as this “helps to reduce subjectivity, bias, and inequitable enforcement during content review while maintaining the scalability of our policies.”

Meta informed the Board that it was unable to explain why two human reviewers incorrectly removed the content and did not properly apply the

allowance for reporting. The company noted that moderators are not required to document the reasons for their decision beyond classifying

the content as part of their review — in this case, as a violation of Meta’s Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy on the grounds of

praise.

In response to the Board questioning whether praise of dangerous organizations can be disseminated as part of news reporting, Meta stated its

policy “allows news reporting where a person or persons may praise a designated dangerous individual or entity.”

Answering the Board’s question on the difference between standard and severe strikes, Meta explained that the strike system contains two

tracks for Community Standards enforcement: one that applies to all violation types (standard), and one that applies to the most egregious

violations (severe). Meta states that all violations of the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy are treated as severe. The company

explained to the Board that severe strikes are those that apply stricter penalties against more serious harms, and limit access to high-risk

services such as Facebook Live Video and ads. Meta also referenced a page in its Transparency Centre on “Restricting Accounts” (updated

February 11, 2022) that it says explains its approach to strikes.

In response to the Board’s questions, Meta provided further explanation of its systems for correcting enforcement errors and how those

impacted this case, leading to the Board asking several follow-up questions. The content in this case was automatically detected and sent to a

High Impact False Positive Override (called HIPO by Meta) channel. This is a system designed to correct potential false positive mistakes after

action is taken on the content. Meta clarified to the Board that this system contrasts with Meta’s General Secondary Review system (part of the

cross-check program), which is designed to prevent false positive mistakes before action is taken on the content. Content sent to the HIPO

channel joins a queue for additional review, but review will only occur where capacity allows. The position of content in the queue depends on a

priority score automatically assigned to the content. Meta explained that content is prioritized for HIPO review based on factors including: topic

sensitivity (if a topic is trending or sensitive); false positive probability; predicted reach (the estimated number of views the content might

obtain); and entity sensitivity (the identity of the group or user sharing the content). Meta explained that content can be restored in two ways:

either the specific piece of content is reviewed by moderators and found to be non-violating; or Meta’s automated systems find that the content

matches other content that has been reviewed and determined to be non-violating.

The page of the news outlet was previously subject to cross-check, but as part of a platform wide update to the cross-check system, the page

was not subject to cross-check when the case content was reviewed, and cross-check did not impact the review of the case content. According

to Meta, cross-check now includes two systems: General Secondary Review applies to all organic content on Facebook and Instagram; Early

Response Secondary Review applies to all content posted by specific listed entities, including some news outlets. Meta stated that when

content from those specific entities is identified as violating a content policy, instead of being enforced, it is sent for additional review. It is first

sent to Meta’s Markets team. If a reviewer on this team finds the content is not violating, the process ends, and the content remains on the

platform. However, if a reviewer on this team finds the content is violating, it is escalated to another team. This team, the Early Response team,

is made up of specialized Meta content reviewers. A reviewer on this team would need to find the content violating before it can be removed.

At the time the case content was identified as violating, the news outlet page was not on the Early Response Secondary Review list in the

current cross-check system. Additionally, the case content in question was not reviewed as part of the General Secondary Review system,

which would also involve additional review before enforcement. According to Meta, the content was sent to the HIPO channel after it was

removed, but it was not prioritized for human review. It did not receive an additional human review “due to the capacity allocated to the market”

and because the content in this case was not given a priority score by Meta’s automated systems as high as other content in the HIPO queue at

that time. Content prioritized by HIPO is only reviewed by outsourced reviewers after an enforcement action is taken. Meta allocates Urdu

reviewers to different workflows based on need. These reviewers are shared across multiple review types, meaning they are not solely

dedicated to a single workflow. In mid-2022, Meta’s HIPO workflow had less than 50 Urdu reviewers based on that need at the time.

The Board asked Meta 34 questions. Meta responded to 30 fully, three partially and declined to answer one. The partial responses were to

questions on: providing the percentage of removals under the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy that are restored on appeal or

second review; accuracy rates for enforcing the prohibitions on praise and support in at-scale review; and how Meta determines intent for the

reporting allowance and applicable contextual factors. Meta left one of the questions on providing data regarding the volume of Dangerous

Individuals and Organizations content that is removed through automation versus human review unanswered on the grounds that it was unable

to verify the requested data in the time available.

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fenforcement%2Ftaking-action%2Frestricting-accounts%2F&h=AT2SkpR19le-VgZOlht1fGlUZfvyLmpuVFBtKN3zuP_H_iUgmGxWmQ3bWjGYb1pXFGiNcGogwZ8Xazl6EUxHeJddH3GZJrRVrSJ7hLV8jvAUEDJiq6aY9F2EvQXVFDP3UhuHrM_jgtwqtEjA
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to verify the requested data in the time available.

7. Public comments

The Oversight Board received and considered six public comments related to this case. One of the comments was submitted from Asia Pacific

and Oceania, four were from Europe, and one was from the United States and Canada.

The submissions covered the importance of access to social media to people who live in or near Afghanistan, concerns about limitations on the

discussion of designated groups, and the public interest in allowing a wider range of media reporting on the Taliban’s actions. Several public

comments argued that the reliance of Meta's Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy on the vague terms praise and support may

suppress critical political discussion and disproportionately affect minority communities and the Global South. Public comments also criticized

Meta for using US law as an “excuse” to prohibit “praise” of designated groups, rather than be transparent that it is Meta’s policy choice to

restrict more expression than US law requires.

To read public comments submitted for this case, please click here.

8. Oversight Board analysis

This case is significant because it shows that a lack of clarity in the definition of praise seems to be resulting in uncertainty among reviewers

and users. It also considers important issues of content moderation as it applies to gender discrimination and conflict. This case is difficult

because there is an interest in ensuring that terrorist groups or their supporters do not use platforms for propaganda and recruitment efforts.

However, this interest, when applied too broadly can lead to censorship of any content that reports on these groups. The Board looked at the

question of whether this content should be restored, and the broader implications for Meta’s approach to content moderation, through three

lenses: Meta's content policies, the company’s values and its human rights responsibilities.

8.1 Compliance with Meta’s content policies

I. Content rules

The Board finds that the content falls within the allowance that “users may share content that includes references to designated dangerous

organizations (…) to report on (…) them or their activities” and is therefore not violating. The content is not violating despite the broad definition

of praise provided in the public facing Community Standards, even as the content can be understood as speaking positively about an action of a

designated entity, the Taliban, and may give them “a sense of achievement.” The Board notes the Known Questions guidance provided to

moderators for interpreting praise is even broader. It instructs reviewers to remove content for praise if it “makes people think more positively

about” a designated group, making the meaning of “praise” less about the intent of the speaker but the effects on the audience. Reporting on a

designated entity’s claimed intentions to allow women and girls access to education, however dubious those claims, would arguably make

people think more positively about that group. Given the instructions they were provided, the Board understands why two human reviewers (in

error) would interpret the content as praise.

The Board accepts that Meta intends for its Community Standard on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations to make room for reporting on

entities Meta has designated as dangerous, even if that reporting also meets the company’s definition of praise. However, the Board does not

think the language of the Community Standard or the Known Questions makes that definition clear. As a matter of fact, without specification,

“praise” remains overbroad. The Community Standards do not provide any examples of what would constitute acceptable reporting. There is

also no internal guidance to moderators on how to interpret this allowance.

II. Enforcement action

The Board notes that the moderation action in this case occurred after a user began to report the content but never finished the report. An

automated system is triggered when this process is initiated, even if the user does not end up completing the report, and so the content was

enqueued for human review. The reporting user was not made aware that their action could trigger consequences even if they decide against

finishing the report, whereas a user would be told of the consequences of their report if they submitted it. Meta argues in its responses that the

“automated report is not tied to the [reporting] user” but the Board finds this noteworthy when the whole process for this case began with a

user initiating a report. Also, the Board is concerned that the reporting button does not provide users with sufficient information on the

consequences of clicking it.

Th f i k i hi ( h l ik d f li i i ) h ld h b i d h

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/786309005725450/
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The enforcement actions taken in this case (the content removal, strikes, and feature-limitations), should not have been imposed as there was

no underlying violation of the Community Standards. The Board is concerned that Meta’s systems for preventing enforcement errors of this

kind were ineffective, particularly given the severity of the sanctions imposed.

The Board notes that in this case, the page of the news outlet was previously subject to cross-check, but as part of a platform wide update to

the cross-check system, the page was not subject to cross-check when the case content was reviewed, and cross-check did not impact the

review of the case content. In Meta's current cross-check system, guaranteed secondary human review is provided to users on the Early

Response Secondary Review List. While some news outlets’ Facebook pages are on that list, this page is not. Being on an Early Response

Secondary Review list also guarantees that Meta employees, and not at-scale reviewers, review the content before it can be removed. The

Board finds it unlikely that this content would have been removed if the page were on the Early Response Secondary Review list at the time.

The Board commends Meta for the introduction of its HIPO system but is concerned that it did not lead to secondary review of a post that

conformed with Meta’s Community Standards. The content in this case did not receive an additional human review “due to the capacity

allocated to the market” and because it was not given a priority score by Meta’s automated systems as high as other content in the HIPO queue

at that time. Given the public interest nature of the reporting in this case, and the identity of the page as a news outlet posting the content, it

should have scored highly enough for additional review to have taken place. As explained by Meta, the factor “entity sensitivity” takes the

identity of the posting entity into account and can lead to a higher ranking for content from news outlets, especially those reporting on

significant world events. For the same reasons, the Board is concerned that the Urdu language queue only had less than 50 reviewers in mid-

2022. The Board considers the size of the India market, the number of groups Meta has designated as dangerous in that region, and therefore

the heightened importance of independent voices, warrant greater investment from the company in correcting (and ideally preventing) errors

from occurring on such important issues.

8.2 Compliance with Meta’s values

Content containing praise of dangerous groups may threaten the value of “Safety” for Meta’s users and others because of its links to offline

violence and its potential to “intimidate, exclude or silence others.” However, there is no significant safety issue in this case as the content only

reports on the announcement of a designated organization. “Voice” is particularly important in relation to media outlets as they provide their

audiences with essential information and play a crucial role in holding governments to account. Removing the content in this case did not

materially contribute to “Safety” and was an unnecessary restriction of “Voice.”

8.3 Compliance with Meta’s human rights responsibilities

The Board finds that removing the content from the platform was inconsistent with Meta’s human rights responsibilities, and that Meta should

have more effective systems in place for preventing and correcting such errors. Meta adhering to its human rights responsibilities is particularly

important in the context of crisis or conflict situations. Following the forceful takeover of a government by a group renowned for human rights

abuses and due to the importance of informing the public of the acts of such designated groups, the company should be particularly attentive

to protecting news reporting about that group.

Freedom of expression (Article 19 ICCPR)

Article 19 of the ICCPR provides protection of the right to freedom of expression and encompasses the right of all individuals to impart

information and to receive it. International human rights law places particular value on the role of journalism in providing information that is of

interest to the public. The UN Human Rights Committee has stated that “a free, uncensored and unhindered press or other media is essential

in any society to ensure freedom of opinion and expression and the enjoyment of other Covenant rights” (General Comment No. 34, at para. 13).

Social media platforms like Facebook have become a vehicle for transmitting journalist's reporting around the world, and Meta has recognized

its responsibilities to journalists and human rights defenders in its corporate human rights policy.

The right to freedom of expression encompasses the ability of Meta’s users to access information about events of public interest in

Afghanistan, especially when a designated dangerous group forcibly removed the recognized government. It is imperative that users, including

commentators on Afghanistan within and outside the country, and the general public have access to real-time reporting on the situation there.

The Taliban’s approach to media freedom in the country makes the role of international reporting even more important. The information in this

case would be essential to people concerned about girls’ and women’s equal right to access education. This remains the case even when the

Taliban fails to meet those commitments.

Article 19, para. 3 of the ICCPR, as interpreted by the Human Rights Committee in General Comment No. 34, requires that where restrictions on
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expression are imposed by a state, they must meet the requirements of legality, legitimate aim, and necessity and proportionality. The Board

applies these international standards to assess whether Meta complied with its human rights responsibilities.

I. Legality (clarity and accessibility of the rules)

The principle of legality requires laws that States use to limit expression to be clear and accessible, so people understand what is permitted

and what is not. Further, it requires laws restricting expression to be specific, to ensure that those charged with their enforcement are not given

unfettered discretion (General Comment 34, para. 25). The Human Rights Committee has warned that “offences of ‘praising’, ‘glorifying’, or

‘justifying’ terrorism, should be clearly defined to ensure that they do not lead to unnecessary or disproportionate interference with freedom of

expression. Excessive restrictions on access to information must also be avoided” (General Comment No. 34, at para. 46; see also: UN Special

Rapporteur on counter-terrorism and human rights at paras 36-37(Report A/HRC/40/52)).

Following its approach in previous cases, the Board applies these principles to Meta’s content rules. While the Board welcomes that Meta’s

policies on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations contain more detail now than when the Board issued its first recommendations in this

area, serious concerns remain.

For users reporting on the Taliban, it is unclear whether the Taliban remains a designated dangerous entity when it forcibly removed the

recognized government of Afghanistan. The Board has previously recommended that Meta discloses either a full list of designated entities, or

an illustrative one, to bring users clarity ("Nazi quote" case, "Ocalan’s isolation" case). The Board regrets the lack of progress on this

recommendation, and notes that while the company has not disclosed this information proactively, whistleblowers and journalists have sought

to inform the public by disclosing a version of the “secret” list publicly.

As noted previously in this decision (see section 8.1), the definition of “praise” in the public-facing Community Standards as “speaking

positively about” a designated entity is too broad. For people engaged in news reporting, it is unclear how this rule relates to the reporting

allowance built into the same policy. According to Meta, this allowance permits news reporting even where a user praises the designated entity

in the same post. The Board finds the relationship between the “reporting” allowance in the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy

and the overarching newsworthiness allowance remains unclear to users. In the “Shared Al Jazeera post" case, the Board recommended that

Meta provides criteria and illustrative examples in the Community Standards on what constitutes news reporting. Meta responded in the Q1

2022 implementation report that it was currently consulting with several teams internally to develop criteria to help users understand what

constitutes news reporting. It said it expects to conclude this process by Q4 2022.

The Board remains concerned that changes to the relevant Community Standard are not translated into all available languages and there are

inconsistencies across languages. Following the Board’s “Shared Al Jazeera post” decision, the US English version of the Dangerous

Individuals and Organizations policy was amended in December 2021 to change the discretionary “we may remove content” to “we default to

remove content” when a user’s intentions were unclear. However, other language versions of the Community Standards, including in Urdu and

UK English, do not reflect this change. While the company has stated publicly in response to previous recommendations from the Board ( Meta

Q4 2021 Quarterly Update on the Oversight Board) that it aims to complete translations into all available languages in four to six weeks, it

appears the relevant policy line for this case has not been completed after five months. Therefore, the policy is not equally accessible to all

users, making it difficult for them to understand what is permitted and what is not.

The Board is also concerned that Meta has not done enough to clarify to its users how the strikes system works. While a page on “Restricting

Accounts” in Meta’s Transparency Centre contains some detail, it does not comprehensively list the feature-limits the company may apply and

their duration. Nor does it list the “set periods of time” for severe strikes as it does for standard strikes. This is especially concerning because

severe strikes carry more significant penalties and there is no mechanism in place for appealing account-level sanctions separately from the

content decision. Even when the content is restored, feature-limits cannot always be fully reversed. In this case, for instance, the user had

already experienced several days of feature-limits which were not fully rectified when Meta reversed its decision.

That two Urdu-speakers assessed this content as violating further indicates that the praise prohibition, and its relationship to the reporting

allowances, is unclear to those tasked with enforcing the rules. Content reviewers are provided with internal guidance on how to interpret the

rules (the Known Questions and the Implementation Standards). The Known Questions document defines praise as content that “makes

people think more positively about” a designated group. This is arguably broader than the public-facing definition in the Community

Standards, making the meaning of “praise” less about the intent of the speaker than the effects on the audience. Also, neither the Community

Standards, nor the Known Questions document constrain the reviewer’s discretion on restricting freedom of speech. Standard dictionary

definitions of “praise” are not this broad, and as phrased the rule captures statements of fact, including impartial journalistic statements, as

ll i i I t th B d’ ti M t l ifi d th t th ti ll ll d t l j li t t

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252FHRC%252F40%252F52%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop%26LangRequested%3DFalse&h=AT2RmuG-y59qk-AmymzjVJl2qlJ-KZDw-MaiE7KDyG_u3DR7CcvVko7fPbF5l39iexH0TkVAe3b0O0hSgNF6XqruATCI9tI2im521nNBiKC0zguFaavV4jX30chhLAu1Y-TDONmmkrkqmCKB
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftheintercept.com%2F2021%2F10%2F12%2Ffacebook-secret-blacklist-dangerous%2F&h=AT0fRuRnNZxTxZHBBwZfmqxUDiKkSeSl2sleZKUKGmgwEVjnrIUxr4kpgYIUrFCukyzFiaHVkC14_UWXuwtVin1MDynR84fDPKDH1vjmX48NeFzjxCnnNKyLe57SUDkGhlOPgEpRpjBWLmvq
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Ffeatures%2Fapproach-to-newsworthy-content%2F&h=AT3-YBWbfvjL6kbN6tAepEffbjglxk8AdhmpV5eqHSYQmGVgzt9qNJ9wKIR_BlNxAzb4RbkOzMYBjg-QviFjAGCz3xpiPPod_SnFMfc0cskbKG-4Y-t-_jtWu8riYgt8Vc0BQb29CR_hDw6R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F05%2FMeta-Q1-2022-Quarterly-Update-on-the-Oversight-Board.pdf&h=AT3MSJ9GOxLB2OGJu24BqQMwIXI1qH0FKE_Knj9sePgfBNF6rgQ_lnnqtdczKtALw6uWcp30KCsjkYt0A4ehzDk7ScjpM9OFRYHH4i_b3ZGFZ-M34U1jFniZj7TynDEXhwmJaIq7HOP6PSHC
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F03%2FMeta-Q4-2021-Quarterly-Update-on-the-Oversight-Board.pdf&h=AT1L9HEvxinaP-_3MTxLOVTwpCwAX2jSDJ4N0TLsi5dkrzsSMTtIG4RY3VYoev8kj5iTtFq_leqbWblJ0ZhqSYORScBNX3e2Pro2_FVEaHxuecZmzeJ5QXMnLGgDDTje0zaBZVGkO5D9RK_C
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fenforcement%2Ftaking-action%2Frestricting-accounts%2F&h=AT0hkw3CoQYFJ73skcdeV7i99MahehXnBWzfmo74_fPZr_wcg-9XPrnDC9QBR_usy789fc5c4c_2sL1p9VGdyjQltYRI4eTNLITE9v-33x8odu4rpRGmobEvlOqr6hOZI2CAKKRjpz4dhUcqMnH-inDaUk26iQ
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well as opinion. In response to the Board’s questions, Meta clarified that the reporting allowance allows anyone, and not only journalists, to

speak positively about a designated organization in the context of reporting. However, this clarity is not provided to reviewers in internal

guidance. Meta admits this guidance does not provide reviewers with a definition of how to interpret “reporting on.”

II. Legitimate aim

The Oversight Board has previously recognized that the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy pursues the aim of protecting the

rights of others, including the right to life, security of person, and equality and non-discrimination (Article 19(3) ICCPR, Oversight Board

decision “Punjabi Concern over the RSS in India”). The Board further recognises that propaganda from designated entities, including through

proxies presenting themselves as independent media, may pose risks of harm to the rights of others. Seeking to mitigate those harms through

this policy is a legitimate aim.

III. Necessity and proportionality

Any restrictions on freedom of expression "must be appropriate to achieve their protective function; they must be the least intrusive instrument

amongst those which might achieve their protective function; they must be proportionate to the interest to be protected" (General comment

34, para. 34). Meta has acknowledged that the removal of content in this case was not necessary, and therefore additional sanctions should not

have been imposed on the user.

The Board understands that when moderating content at scale, mistakes will be made. However, the Board does receive complaints on errors

in enforcing the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy that affect reporting, particularly in languages other than English, which raises

serious concerns (see “Shared Al Jazeera post” decision, “Ocalan’s isolation ” decision). The UN Human Rights Committee has emphasized

that “the media plays a crucial role in informing the public about acts of terrorism and its capacity to operate should not be unduly restricted. In

this regard, journalists should not be penalized for carrying out their legitimate activities” (General Comment 34, para 46). Meta therefore has

a responsibility to prevent and mitigate its platforms’ negative human rights impact on news reporting.

The Board is concerned that the type of enforcement error in this case may be indicative of broader failures in this regard. Those engaged in

regular commentary on the activities of Tier 1 dangerous individuals and organizations face heightened risks of enforcement errors leading to

their accounts facing severe sanctions. This may undermine their livelihoods and deny the public access to information at key moments. The

Board is concerned the policy of defaulting to remove content when the intent to report on dangerous entities is not clearly indicated by the

user may be leading to over-removal of non-violating content, even where contextual cues make clear the post is, in fact, reporting. Moreover,

the system for mistake prevention and correction did not benefit this user as it should have. This indicates problems with how the ranker within

the HIPO system prioritized the content decision for additional review, which meant it never reached the front of the queue. It also raises

questions about the resources allocated to human review of the HIPO queue potentially being insufficient for Urdu language content. In this

case, the enforcement error and failure to correct it denied a number of Facebook users access to information on issues of global importance

and hampered a news outlet in carrying out its journalistic function to inform the public.

Journalists may report on events in an impartial manner that avoids the kind of overt condemnation that reviewers may be looking to see. To

avoid content removals and account sanctions, journalists may engage in self-censorship, and may even be incentivized to depart from their

ethical professional responsibilities. Further, there have been reports of anti-Taliban Facebook users avoiding mentioning the Taliban in posts

because they are concerned about being subjected to erroneous sanctions.

The Board also notes that Meta has issued what it calls “spirit of the policy” exceptions related to the Taliban. This indicates recognition from

Meta that at times, its approach under the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy is producing results that are inconsistent with the

policy’s objectives, and therefore do not meet the requirement of necessity. Internal company materials obtained by journalists reveal that in

September 2021, the company created an exception “to allow content shared by the [Afghanistan] Ministry of Interior” on matters such as new

traffic regulations, and to allow two specific posts from the Ministry of Health in relation to COVID-19. Other exceptions have reportedly been

more tailored and shorter-lived. For 12 days in August 2021, “government figures” could reportedly acknowledge the Taliban as the “official gov

of Afghanistan [ sic]” without risking account sanctions. From late August 2021 to September 3, users could “post the Taliban’s public

statements without having to ‘neutrally discuss, report on, or condemn’ these statements.” Meta spokespersons acknowledged that some ad

hoc exceptions were issued. In a Policy Forum on Crisis Policy Protocol, on January 25, 2022, Meta stated that it will deploy “policy levers” in

crisis situations and provided the example of allowing “praise of a specific designated org (e.g. a guerrilla group signing a peace treaty).” These

exceptions to the general prohibition on praise could cause more uncertainty for reviewers, as well as for users who may not be aware if or when

an exception applies. They show that there are situations when Meta has reportedly recognized a more nuanced approach to content is

warranted dealing with a designated entity that overthrows a legitimate government and assumes territorial control.

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.businessinsider.com%2Ffacebook-exceptions-to-its-taliban-ban-report-the-intercept-2021-11%3Fr%3DUS%26IR%3DT&h=AT3b3Hmf1vwZfM-IgYqF4RKnoDXzgx2ke2FFEISVHJxHSYBrzBjtF9sVXCkJqSslu0V5iz786fR96vL7AqOVM865q7v56wzMYRlYELSDo0M3GyjoA7FJCyY8RgpOnbKxsxpkW0QRe3KWI6uj
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.businessinsider.com%2Ffacebook-exceptions-to-its-taliban-ban-report-the-intercept-2021-11%3Fr%3DUS%26IR%3DT&h=AT0kbcVJEWcZbz4dJ_lbcWvZyWP72LrRXXMUevPmlZtVhUy-_7Y3NYP4EIfNtWEX0mWwSROrUTCwZW69VzMbhMpMootBMdE9NAURPEqqBugL6W7OlO_uR0w_52-pVvOg1xJsUGloi3X7rV1A
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The Board finds that removing the content from the platform was an unnecessary and disproportionate measure. The volume of these

enforcement errors, their effects on journalistic activity, and the failure of Meta’s error-prevention systems have all contributed to this

conclusion.

9. Oversight Board decision

The Oversight Board overturns Meta's original decision to remove the content.

10. Policy advisory statement

Content policy

1. Meta should investigate why the December 2021 changes to the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy were not updated within the

target time of six weeks, and ensure such delays or omissions are not repeated. The Board asks Meta to inform the Board within 60 days of the

findings of its investigation, and the measures it has put in place to prevent translation delays in future.

2. Meta should make its public explanation of its two-track strikes system more comprehensive and accessible, especially for “severe strikes.”

It should include all policy violations that result in severe strikes, which account features can be limited as a result and specify applicable

durations. Policies that result in severe strikes should also be clearly identified in the Community Standards, with a link to the “Restricting

Accounts” explanation of the strikes system. The Board asks Meta to inform the Board within 60 days of the updated Transparency Center

explanation of the strikes system, and the inclusion of the links to that explanation for all content policies that result in severe strikes.

Enforcement

3. Meta should narrow the definition of “praise” in the Known Questions guidance for reviewers, by removing the example of content that

“seeks to make others think more positively about” a designated entity by attributing to them positive values or endorsing their actions. The

Board asks Meta to provide the Board within 60 days with the full version of the updated Known Questions document for Dangerous Individuals

and Organizations.

4. Meta should revise its internal Implementation Standards to make clear that the “reporting” allowance in the Dangerous Individuals

Organizations policy allows for positive statements about designated entities as part of the reporting, and how to distinguish this from

prohibited “praise.” The Known Questions document should be expanded to make clear the importance of news reporting in situations of

conflict or crisis and provide relevant examples, and that this may include positive statements about designated entities like the reporting on

the Taliban in this case. The Board asks Meta to share the updated Implementation Standards with the Board within 60 days.

5. Meta should assess the accuracy of reviewers enforcing the reporting allowance under the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy in

order to identify systemic issues causing enforcement errors. The Board asks Meta to inform the Board within 60 days of the detailed results of

its review of this assessment, or accuracy assessments Meta already conducts for its Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy,

including how the results will inform improvements to enforcement operations, including for HIPO.

6. Meta should conduct a review of the HIPO ranker to examine if it can more effectively prioritize potential errors in the enforcement of

allowances to the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Policy. This should include examining whether the HIPO ranker needs to be more

sensitive to news reporting content, where the likelihood of false-positive removals that impacts freedom of expression appears to be high. The

Board asks Meta to inform the Board within 60 days of the results of its review and the improvements it will make to avoid errors of this kind in

the future.

7. Meta should enhance the capacity allocated to HIPO review across languages to ensure that more content decisions that may be

enforcement errors receive additional human review. The Board asks Meta to inform the Board within 60 days of the planned capacity

enhancements.

*Procedural note:

The Oversight Board’s decisions are prepared by panels of five Members and approved by a majority of the Board. Board decisions do not

necessarily represent the personal views of all Members

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fenforcement%2Ftaking-action%2Frestricting-accounts%2F&h=AT00_Ld5VnE4OM7fdocd_-pFd2igL52WCmNMyA1DMubvjp56w1pU8LD2lirX1cAVtu7bDQVpKNVnmWQHRlmHFKR7aQnG7dOBnDllggZU8b8iVkH4EnHgMiSVEQzi7Yx4rw9yHsxlmLM7OkWO
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necessarily represent the personal views of all Members.

For this case decision, independent research was commissioned on behalf of the Board. The Board was assisted by an independent research

institute headquartered at the University of Gothenburg which draws on a team of over 50 social scientists on six continents, as well as more

than 3,200 country experts from around the world. The Board was also assisted by Duco Advisors, an advisory firm focusing on the

intersection of geopolitics, trust and safety, and technology. Linguistic expertise was provided by Lionbridge Technologies, LLC, whose

specialists are fluent in more than 350 languages and work from 5,000 cities across the world.


